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Special Question 3
To what extent is the increased international exchange
value of the U.S. dollar affecting your business?
NA
23.2%
Large
favorable
1.8%
Small
favorable
3.6%
    Small
unfavorable
12.5%
No discernible effect
50%
Large
unfavorable 8.9%
Our sample of surveyed firms in-
cludes many firms that do not directly
participate in international trade, so we
have typically tried to stay away from
special questions that emphasize inter-
national conditions. 
However, the international ex-
change value of the dollar has appreci-
ated considerably in recent months and
yuan devaluation in China has been a
major story in financial markets. The
dollar has now appreciated to $1.06 per
euro (it was nearly $1.40 per euro in
March 2014) and $1 now buys 123 Japa-
nese yen (the dollar purchased only 78
yen in September 2012).
Furthermore, the U.S. dollar has
appreciated considerably against the
currency of our largest trading part-
ner, Canada. One year ago the U.S.
dollar purchased $1.14 Canadian dol-
lars. The dollar has now appreciated to
$1.34 U.S. dollars per Canadian dollar.
Everything else being equal, an
appreciating U.S. dollar makes imports
cheaper and raises the cost of our prod-
ucts to other countries. Area firms that
are net importers from other countries
may be experiencing gains from recent
dollar appreciation, but local exporters
are likely to find this to be a difficult
environment in which to sell in interna-
tional markets. To the extent that local
firms have foreign operations, the
conversion of international earnings to
dollars also makes these operations
less profitable. While noting that many
local firms are not likely to be directly
impacted by dollar appreciation, we
asked:
To what extent is the increased
international exchange value of the
U.S. dollar affecting your business?
Fifty percent of respondents an-
swered “no discernible effect,” and
21.4 percent indicated an unfavorable
effect. Only 5.4 percent of firms re-
ported a positive impact. Nearly one-
quarter of firms responded “NA.” Of
the firms reporting a negative effect,
8.9 percent indicated this impact was
large. The written responses to this
item are interesting. They include:
» Clients who have an international
presence are seeing a negative impact
to their earnings and may do less …
next year. 
» Our Canadian buyers have not
come to the U.S. to make major pur-
chases this year because of the value of
the dollar. 
» We do not do business interna-
tionally and don't compete with the
type of products … in China. 
» We do buy (intermediate goods)
from off shore suppliers but prices are
contracted and have not changed. 
» It doesn't seem to affect us be-
cause over 70 percent of our product is
made in America. 
» We are receiving increasingly
lower prices for our products that we
sell and the assets we have in other
countries are worth less. We do not win
with a stronger dollar and it is difficult
to manage when it moves as much as it
has in a short period of time. 
» Our European business has really
picked up with the strength of the dol-
lar. 
» Majority of our inventory is pro-
duced in Canada. 
» Our shipments to Canada have
diminished significantly. 
» This is a significant growth oppor-
tunity helping businesses managing
foreign exchange exposure. 
» Company has offices in Canada so
even though business is up in Canada,
the exchange brings less (dollars) into
the U.S. 
» Farm commodity prices with low
or decreased foreign demand has
negatively affected commodity prices
and farm profitability. This is a major
problem for implement manufactur-
ers and dealers as well as farmer
profitability and will negatively affect
St. Cloud retailers in the next 12-18
months.
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